
Home Learning Expectations Year 3 HT5 W1 and 2 
A total of approximately three hours of focused learning time per day. Children will still earn summit stamps for completing each day of learning and 
up to two additional summit stamps can be earned each week of school closure for exceptional presentation and extended learning.  

It is important we are all physically active during our time at home. Do one of the 10-minute energisers 6 times per day to meet the minimum expectation. 
 

Day 

Daily Video – On KSA 
Guest YouTube 

channel 
Reading book 

 - 30 mins daily 
English – 90 mins daily 

Maths – 
Arithmetic – 30 

mis daily  
Maths – Reasoning – 30 mins daily   

Handwritin
g 

Science – 30 mins 
twice a week 

Humanities – 30 mins 
twice a week 

Art - 30 
mins 

once a 
week 

1 
Year 3 HT5 W1 D1 
Home Learning 

Read for 30 mins. Fill 
in and parent sign 
Reading Record.  

Reading task  
Spelling task   

 To add 10 and 
100 to a 
number.  

Unit and non-unit fractions  
Complete worksheet  
Check answers 

Week 1 
Day 1   

Watch video 
Complete Tasks 1 
to 4 

 

 

2 

Year 3 HT5 W1 D2 
Home Learning 

Read for 30 mins. Fill 
in and parent sign 
Reading Record.  

Grammar task  
Reading task 
Writing task  - Diary entry plan  

To add two 2-
digit numbers 
with 
regrouping.   

Making the whole 
Complete worksheet  
Check answers 

Week 1 
Day 2 Watch video 

Complete 
Tasks 1 to 3 

  

 

 

3 
Year 3 HT5 W1 D3 
Home Learning 

Read for 30 mins. Fill 
in and parent sign 
Reading Record.  

Writing task - List the features 
of a diary entry, write P1  
Grammar task  

To add a 2-digit 
number to a 3-
digit number.  

Tenths 
Complete worksheet  
Check answers 

Week 1 
Day 3   

Watch video 
Complete Tasks 1 
to 3 

 

 

4 

Year 3 HT5 W1 D4 
Home Learning 

Read for 30 mins. Fill 
in and parent sign 
Reading Record.  

Writing task - Write P2  
Reading task   

 To complete 3-
digit subtraction 
equations with 
multiple 
regrouping.  

Count in tenths  
Complete worksheet  
Check answers 

Week 1 
Day 4 Watch video 

Complete 
Tasks 1 to 3 
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Year 3 HT5 W1 D5 
Home Learning 

Read for 30 mins. Fill 
in and parent sign 
Reading Record.  

Spelling task  
Writing task - Write P3  Quiz! 

Tenths as decimals 
Complete worksheet  
Check answer 

Week 1 
Day 5     

Lesson 
1  

6 
Year 3 HT5 W2 D1 
Home Learning 

Read for 30 mins. Fill 
in and parent sign 
Reading Record.  

Reading task  
Spelling task   

To complete 2-
digit by 1-digit 
multiplication.  

Fractions on a number line 
Complete worksheet  
Check answers 

Week 2 
Day 1   

Watch video 
Complete Tasks 1 
to 3  

 

 

7 

Year 3 HT5 W2 D2 
Home Learning 

Read for 30 mins. Fill 
in and parent sign 
Reading Record.  

Grammar task  
Writing task - Character 
description plan  

 To complete 
missing number 
equations using 
all four 
operations.  

Fractions of a set of objects 1 
Complete worksheet  
Check answers 

Week 2 
Day 2 Watch video 

Complete 
Tasks 1 to 3  

  

 

 

8 

Year 3 HT5 W2 D3 
Home Learning 

Read for 30 mins. Fill 
in and parent sign 
Reading Record.  

Reading task  
Writing task - Write P1  

 To add and 
subtract 
fractions. 

Fractions of a set of objects 2 
Complete worksheet  
Check answers 

Week 2 
Day 3 

  

Watch video 

Complete Tasks 1 
to 3 

 

 

9 
Year 3 HT5 W2 D4 
Home Learning 

Read for 30 mins. Fill 
in and parent sign 
Reading Record.  

Grammar task  
Writing task - Write P2  

 To find non-
unit fractions of 
amounts.  

Fractions of a set of objects  3 
Complete worksheet  
Check answers 

Week 2 
Day 4 

Watch video 
Complete 
Tasks 1 to 3  

  
 

 

10 
Year 3 HT5 W2 D5 
Home Learning 

Read for 30 mins. Fill 
in and parent sign 
Reading Record.  

Grammar task  
Spelling task  
Reading task  

Quiz!  
Equivalent fractions 
Complete worksheet  
Check answers 

Week 2 
Day 5 

  Lesson 
2 
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ENGLISH 
How does this pack work? 
Each day, you will complete two different tasks: either a Reading or a Writing task 
and a Spelling & Grammar task. The tasks you are doing will change each day. 
 
How long should I spend on each task? 
You should allow around 30 minutes for each task. You might be able to do some of 
the Spelling & Grammar tasks in less time, and you may need some more time for 
the Writing tasks. 
 
Can parents, carers and siblings help? 
Yes, of course! Family members can help by: 
 Readings parts of the text with you out loud. 
 Showing you how to look up tricky words in an online dictionary. 
 Writing down all the exciting and difficult words you have found. 
 
What else can I do if I love reading and writing and want more of a challenge? 
There are plenty of ways you can challenge yourself to extend your learning. You 
could: 
 Write a story based on your own ideas. 
 Explore www.lovereading4kids.co.uk or www.newsela.com to find other extracts 

to read and write about 
 Get an adult to take a picture of your work and send it to your teacher by email:  

k.holmes@kingsolomonacademy.org r.harrison@kingsolomonacademy.org  
s.eades-jones@kingsolomonacademy.org  
 

Daily Check Pages  Finished? 

Week 1 Day 1 2  

Week 1 Day 2 3-4  

Week 1 Day 3 5  

Week 1 Day 4 6  

Week 1 Day 5 7  

Week 2 Day 1 8-9  

Week 2 Day 2 10  

Week 2 Day 3 11  

Week 2 Day 4 12  

Week 2 Day 5 13-14  

Mr Majeika Chapter 1 15-18  

Handwriting (1 sheet/ day) 19 - 29  
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Week 1 Day 1  

Reading: Mr Majeika, chapter 1 

1. Prediction: before reading the text answer the following question 

Have a look at the front cover of this book. What do you predict it will be about, why? 

 

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________ 

2. Read the text. While you do, complete the table with the names of all of the characters that you 
meet.  

  
  
  
  

 
3. After you have finished reading the extract, who do you think is the most important character, 

why? 

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ 
_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ 
_____________ _____________ 
Definitions:  

1.__________________________________________________________
2.__________________________________________________________ 
Sentences 

1.__________________________________________________________
2.__________________________________________________________ 
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Day 2  

Challenge: Write a sentence about Mr Majeika that includes a drop in clause. 

Example: Ms Holmes, who is from Aberdeen, lives in London. 

 ________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

Reading and Writing  
Re-read the chapter and then answer these questions:  
 
1. How do you think the children felt on their first day back at school before Mr Majeika 
arrived?  
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2. How do you think the children felt when they saw Mr Majeika arrive on a magic carpet?  
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
3. How do you think the children felt about having Mr Majeika as a teacher?  
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. What do you predict the year will be like with Mr Majeika as the teacher? 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Imagine you are one of the children in Class 3. You will be writing a diary entry about the day that 
Mr Majeika arrived. Use the question you have just answered and ideas you generated during 
reading to build a plan for the diary entry.  
   

Paragraph  Ideas and plans (bullet points or full sentences are fine)  
Paragraph 1 
Introduction: include 
adjectives to describe your 
feeling about returning to 
school. What might you have 
had to wear that you hadn’t 
yesterday? 
 
Past tense  
 

 

Paragraph 2:  
When Mr Majeika arrives in 
the room: include 
prepositions, feelings about 
how he arrived (is that a 
normal way for a teacher to 
travel?) 
 
Past tense 
 

 

Paragraph 3:  
What do you think it will be 
like having Mr M as your 
teacher? Can you use “show 
not tell”?  
 
Future tense  
 

 

 
Challenge! Can you use your drop-in clause from the grammar task in your plan e.g. to describe Mr 
Majeika  
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Day 3 
Writing: make a list of “diary features”.  

(You will complete the “included” column as you write the diary).  

Feature Included  
(  ) 

Feature Included 
(  ) 

   
 

 

   
 

 

   
 

 

   
 

 

 

Use your “work book” to write Paragraph one of your diary, don’t forget to refer to the plan you 
made yesterday. Remember, you are pretending to be a child in class 3 of the story.  
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Day 4 

Writing: write the second paragraph of your diary into your work book. Don’t forget to use your plan 
from p4. (This  paragraph should be about  5 or 6 sentences, make sure you think carefully about 
using different descriptions, interesting sentence starter and feelings).  

Reading: answer these question (in full sentences) on the lines below 

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________ 
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Day 5 

Spellings 
_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ 
_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ 
_____________ _____________ 
Definitions:  
1.__________________________________________________________
2.__________________________________________________________ 
Sentences 
1.__________________________________________________________
2.__________________________________________________________ 
 

Writing:  write the final paragraph of your diary. Remember, you are a pupil in Class 3. Don’t forget 
the “sign off” your diary.  

Your teacher would love to see your writing. You could ask a grown up to help you take a photo and 
email your work (k.holmes@kingsolomonacademy.org or R.Harrison@kingsolomonacademy.org or 
s.eades-jones@kingsolomonacademy.org ) 
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Week 2 Day 1  

Reading: reread the chapter, out loud with lots of expression. Answer these questions.  

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 
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_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ 
_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ 
_____________ _____________ 
Definitions:  
1.__________________________________________________________
2.__________________________________________________________ 
Sentences 
1.__________________________________________________________
2.__________________________________________________________ 
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Day 2 

Grammar   
1. Underline the preposition in the following sentence:  

On either side of his shiny nose, were two rosy, red cheeks.  

 

2. Add an adverb to the following sentence:  (adverbs describe verbs, they often end in “ly”) 

Mr Majeika waved ______________________ at his new class.  

 

3. Add a noun phrase to the following sentence to describe Mr Majeika: 

Mr Majeika wore a _____________, ____________________ shirt.  

 

4. Circle the words which describe personality, underline the words which describe appearance:  

           friendly          shiny        cheery       wrinkled       jolly       

 

Writing: Plan character description (what he looks like, his personality): use 
grammar task from today and image of Mr Majeika to help you 

 

Paragraph 1 
Appearance   
 
 
 
 Noun phrases 
 Prepositions  
 Similes  

(as_as an ___) 
 

 

Paragraph 2  
Personality (Use your 
imagination to describe 
what sort of person you 
think Mr M is) 
 
 Adjectives 
 Verbs 
 Show not tell 
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Day 3 
Reading 
1. On page 12 it says “Mr Potter wiped his head forehead with his handkerchief”.  
Why do you think he does this?  
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. Mr Potter mutters ‘faintly’. Circle the word which is a synonym for faintly: 
 
nervously               quietly       angrily 
 

The following questions are based on the whole of chapter 1 
3. Write true or false next to the following statements: 

Statement  True/ False  
The sun was shining on the first day of school     
Hamish was trying to argue with Thomas and Pete  
Mr Majeika should have arrived at 9 o’clock  
The children had watched Aladdin  
Mr Maeika arrived on a bicycle  

 
 
4 Order the events below, number 2 has been done for you 

The class were told they had to share the Year 2 lesson                     2 
Mr Potter left the room   
Mr Majeika turned his magic carpet into a bicycle  
Something flew in through the big classroom window           
It was everyone’s first day back at school   

 
Writing  
Use your “workbook”. Write a heading of “Mr Majekia, character description” and todays date.  
Write paragraph 1. Make sure you refer to your plan. P1 is all about Mr M’s appearance.  
Challenge yourself to use at least one simile and some exciting adjectives.  
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Day 4 

 

Writing: write paragraph 2 of your character description of Mr Majeika. Don’t forget to miss a line 
between paragraphs and to use your plan from Day 2.  

For this paragraph, you will need to use your imaginations. What do you imagine Mr M is like, is he 
magical, mysterious or mean? Might he be as strict like a teacher you know, or kind like someone in 
your family? 

 

When you have finished and checked your work, your teachers would love to see it. Ask a grown up 
to help you take a photo and email it to them!  
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Day 5 

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ 
_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ 
_____________ _____________ 
Definitions:  
1.__________________________________________________________
2.__________________________________________________________ 
Sentences 
1.__________________________________________________________
2.__________________________________________________________ 
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Reading: write 3 comprehension questions for your family based on chapter 1 of Mr Majekia.  

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 
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16 
 

 



17 
 

 



18 
 

 



Week 1 Day 1



Week 1 Day 2



Week 1 Day 3



Week 1 Day 4 



Week 1 Day 5 



Week 2 Day 1



Week 2 Day 2



Week 2 Day 3



Week 2 Day 4



Week 2 Day 5
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Maths Home Learning  

Arithmetic 

Year: 3 

Name:  

Contents 

Half Term 5 Page  Finished?  

Lesson 1: To add 10 and 100 to a number. 2  

Lesson 2: To add two 2-digit numbers with 
regrouping. 

3  

Lesson 3: To add a 2-digit number to a 3-
digit number. 

4  

Lesson 4: To complete 3-digit subtraction 
equations with multiple regrouping.  

5  

Lesson 5: Quiz time! 6  

Lesson 6: To complete 2-digit by 1-digit 
multiplication. 

7  

Lesson 7: To complete missing number 
equations using all four operations. 

8  

Lesson 8: To add and subtract fractions. 9  

Lesson 9: To find non-unit fractions of 
amounts. 

10  

Lesson 10: Quiz time! 11  

Reasoning  
(see second contents page, p12) 

12- 33 
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Lesson 1  

LO: To add 10 and 100 to a number. 

Steps to success: Me  

 

Family 

 
1. Identify the number you are adding. 

Circle it.  
  

2. Underline the digit that will change.   
3. If this digit is a 9, you need to regroup.   
4. Add the 10 or 100.    

Exemplar 
1. 
 
 
2.  
 
 
 

1. Practice adding 10. Complete the sequences below: 

a. 13, 23, ____, _____ , ____, 63 

b. 66, 76, _____, 96,_____, 116 

c. 287, 297, ____, ______, 327 

2. Complete these equations.  
a. 56 +10= e. 136 + 100= i. 86 + ____ = 96 

b. 378+ 10=  f.   498 +100=  j. 86 + _____ = 106 

c. 126 + 10= g.  ____= 845 +100 k. _____ + 100 = 572 

d. 298 +10=  h. 987 +100=  l.  ______ + 10 = 206 

3.  Circle where the sequence goes wrong. 
 

a. 72, 82, 92, 112, 122 
 

b. 271, 371, 471, 571, 671, 871, 971 
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Lesson 2  

LO: To add two 2-digit numbers with regrouping. 

Steps to success: Me  

 

Family 

 
1. Lay out the equation carefully in column 

method.  
  

2. Add your ones, if your ones are higher 
than 9, exchange ten ones for one ten, 
making sure you put your one ten 
underneath your tens column.  

  

3. Add your tens, don’t forget your 
regrouped ten (cross it off to show you’ve 
remembered it).  

  

4. Check your answer, it should be bigger 
than both parts.  

  

Exemplar 
1. 48 + 57 = 

 

 
2. 67 + 54 = 

 
1. Complete these equations.  
a.  49 + 52 = b. 65 + 47 = 

 
 

c. 73 + 49 = d. 85 + 39 =  

e.  72 + 56 = f. 94 + 37 = 
 
 

e. 81 + 89 = f. 94 + 98 = 

2.  Circle the error then complete the correct 
equation.  

a. 56 + 73 =                  b. 87 + 24 =             c. 78 + 45 =  
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Lesson 3  

LO: To add a 2-digit number to a 3-digit number. 

Steps to success: Me  

 

Family 

 
1. Carefully layout your equation in column method 

with the 3-digit number on top (check you have 
written your 2-digit number in the tens and ones 
column). 

  

2. Add your ones, if your ones are higher than 9, 
exchange 10 ones for 1 ten making sure you put 
your one ten underneath your tens column. 

  

3. Add your tens, don’t forget your regrouped ten 
(cross it off to show you’ve remembered it) and if 
your number is higher than 9, exchange ten tens for 
one hundred underneath your hundreds column.  

  

4. Add your hundreds, don’t forget any regrouped 
hundreds (cross it off to show you’ve remembered 
it).  

  

5. Check your answer, it should be bigger than both 
parts.  

  

Exemplar 
1. 356 + 85 =          2. 68 + 432 =  
 

 

1. Complete these equations.  
a. 119 + 55 = 
 

b. 265 + 43 = 
 
 

c. 723 + 88 = d. 485 + 46 =  

e. 712 + 59 = 
 

f.904 + 37 = 
 

g. 813 + 89 = 
 

h. 934 + 98 = 
 
 

 

2.  Circle the error then complete the correct equation.  
a. 536 + 73 =                  b. 63 + 874 =             c. 748 + 85 
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Lesson 4 

LO: To complete 3-digit subtraction equations with multiple regrouping. 

Steps to success: Me  

 

Family 

 
1. Carefully layout your equation in column 

method - whole on top.  
  

2. Start by subtracting your ones. If you are unable 
to do this, exchange one ten for ten ones and 
place it in front of your ones digit(cross out your 
tens digit and write the new digit). If there is a 
zero in the tens column, go to the hundreds, 
exchange one hundred for a ten then 
exchange from the tens to ones.  

  

3. Subtract your tens, exchange one hundred for 
ten tens if you need.  

  

4. Subtract your hundreds.    
Exemplar 

1. 324 – 148                            2. 504 –275 
                                                
 

1. Complete these equations.  

a.452 – 231= 
 

b.325 - 156 = 
 
 

c.675 - 288 = d.985 - 397 =  

e.712 -136 = 
 
 

f.904 - 235 = 
 

g.803 - 525 = h.900 - 348 = 

2.  Circle the error then complete the correct equation. 
1. 700 - 245                2. 345 - 168                 3. 513 - 276 
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Lesson 5 QUIZ TIME  

LO: To apply my learning in an arithmetic quiz.  

Complete these equations, using the spare squares for working out.  
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Lesson 6 

LO: To complete 2-digit by 1-digit multiplication. 

Steps to success: Me  

 

Family 

 
1. Partition your 2-digit number into tens 

and ones. Underline the number you are 
multiplying by (1-digit). 

  

2. Multiply the tens by your 1-digit number. 
Then multiply the ones by your 1-digit 
number. 

  

3. Add you two answers together – be 
careful! Use column method if you need.  

 

  

1. Check your answer carefully. It should be 
bigger than both parts.  

 

  

Exemplar 
a.  26 x 4 =                            
b.  43 x 5 =                                      

 
 
 
                         

1. Complete the equations below. 
a. 43 x 3 = b. 26 x 3 = c. 19 x 5 = 
d. 38 x 4 = e. 29 x 3 =  f. 67 x 4 = 

2. Fill in the missing number for each equation. 
a. 24 x ____ = 72 

 
 
 
 

b. _____ x 3 = 144 c. 36 x ____ = 180 
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Lesson 7  

LO: To complete missing number equations using all four operations. 

Steps to success: Me  

 

Family 

 
1. Are you looking for a part of the whole?   
2. If it’s the whole, you need to complete 

the equation using the parts and the 
correct operation ( +, -, x, ÷). 

  

3. If you need to find a part, complete 
subtraction equation using whole and 
known part or do the inverse using the 
whole and the part if +, use knowledge 
of fact families or use the inverse for x 
and ÷.  

  

4. Check your answer by completing the 
equation to ensure both parts and whole 
are correct.  

  

Exemplar 
a. 47 + _____ = 150             
b. 48 ÷_____ = 12 
                                

 

1. Complete these missing number equations.  
a. 65 + ____ = 93 b. 36 ÷___ = 3 c. 178 – ___ = 89 
d. 24 = ___ x 2  e. 165 = ____ + 78 f. 48 = ____ ÷ 8 

2. Fill in the missing gap to complete each sentence about our steps to 
success for missing number equations.   

a. First, decide if you are looking for a ____ or _____. 
b. If it’s the _________, complete the equation using the _____ and the 

correct _______. 
c. If you need to find a ________, complete subtraction equation using _____ 

and ______ part or do the _______ using the whole and the part if +, use 
knowledge of ________ or use the inverse for x and ÷. 

d. Check your answer by________ the ______. 
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Lesson 8 

LO: To add and subtract fractions with the same denominator. 

Steps to success: Me  

 

Family 

 
1. Circle the operation.   
2. Write your vinculum and denominator 

(this stays the same). 
  

3. Complete your equation with the 
numerators (top numbers).  

  

4. Check your answer, should it be bigger 
or smaller than the parts?  

  

Exemplar 
 

1. Complete the equations below. Then fill out the missing 
number equations.  
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Lesson 9 

LO: To find non-unit fractions of amounts. 

Steps to success: Me  

 

Family 

 
1. Underline the whole.   
2. Circle the number you are dividing by 

(the denominator).  
  

3. Divide the whole by the 
denominator. 

  

4. Multiply your answer by the 
numerator, if it is greater than one.  

  

Exemplar 

 

 
1. Complete the questions below. 
a. Find three quarters of 48. 
b. Find two thirds of 12.  
c. Find six eights of 24.  
d. Find four fifths of 50.  

Challenge:  

Clue: divide by the numerator and times by the denominator.  

a. 12 is three quarters if which number? 
a. 32 is four sixths of which number? 
b. 4 is two thirds of which number? 
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Lesson 10 QUIZ TIME  
LO: To apply my learning in an arithmetic quiz.  

1. One eighth + four eighths = 
  

 

2. 17 x 3 =  

3. _____ + 42 = 91  

4. Find three quarters of 24  
 

5. Four sixths = three sixths + ____  
 

6. 26 x 2 =  
 

7. Find eight ninths of 27  
 

8. 36 ÷ ____ = 12  

9. 24 x 5 =  

10. Seven ninths – 3 ninths =  
 

11. 104 = 178 – _____  
 

12. Find two fifths of 15  
 

13. 3 x ____ = 27   
 

14. 36 x 4 =   
 

15. Find four eighths of 40  
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Maths Reasoning  

Year: 3 

Name:  
QR code for video lessons:  

(hold a camera over me) 

 

Contents 

Half Term 5 Pages  Finished

?  
 

Lesson 1: Unit and non-unit fractions  13 – 15  

Lesson 2: Making the whole  16 – 17  

Lesson 3: Tenths  18 – 19  

Lesson 4: Count in tenths  20 - 21  

Lesson 5:  Tenths as decimals  22 – 23  

Lesson 6: Fractions on a number line  24 – 25  

Lesson 7: Fractions of a set of objects 
(1)  

26 – 27  

Lesson 8: Fractions of a set of objects 
(2)  

28 – 29  

Lesson 9: Fractions of a set of objects 
(3)  

30 – 31  

Lesson 10: Equivalent fractions  32 - 33  
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Week 1  

Lesson 1: LO: To explore unit and non-unit fractions. 
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Lesson 2  

LO: To add fractions to make a whole.  
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Lesson 3 

LO: To explore tenths.  
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Lesson 4  

LO: To count in tenths.  
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Lesson 5  

LO: To explore tenths as decimals.  
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Week 2 

Lesson 6 LO: To represent fractions on a number 
line.  
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Lesson 7  

LO: To find unit fractions of a set of objects.  
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Lesson 8  

LO: To find non-unit fractions of a set of objects.  
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Lesson 9 

LO: To find unit and non-unit fractions of a set of 
objects (word problems). 
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Lesson 10 

LO: To find equivalent fractions.  

 



PAGE 33 
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Science, Humanities and Art  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science Pack Contents 

HT5 Knowledge Organiser          2 

Week 1 Lesson 1 – How do animals receive nutrition?   3 

Week 1 Lesson 2 – What are the roles of different nutrients?  5 

Week 2 Lesson 1 – What does my skeleton do?      7 

Week 2 Lesson 2 – What does my skeleton do?      9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject Page numbers 

Science 1 – 10  

Humanities 10 – 20  

Art 21 - 22 



2 
 

 



3 
 

 

Science Week 1 

Week 1 Lesson 1: How do animals receive nutrition? 
Task 1 

Do animals and plants get nutrition in the same way?  

 

Task 2 

Match up the type of nutrient with its function.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Task 3 

For today’s video, search for: “Y3 Science: Nutrients” 
Or find it on the Year 3 Playlist on the ‘ksa guest’ channel! 
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Time to investigate! Find items in your kitchen containing each nutrient, and draw them 
into the boxes below.  

 

Challenge: Look for a label on the back of a food packet In your kitchen. It should look 
like the picture below. Fill in the table with the information you have discovered.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science Week 1 L2 
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Week 1 Lesson 2: What are the roles of different nutrients? 

 
Task 1 

Why do living things need food?  

 

Task 2 

Which nutrient is found in these foods? Put the correct nutrient in each box.  

carbohydrate           fibre            protein                fat              vitamins                      water 
  

 

 

Task 3 

To recap the video, search for: “Y3 Science: Nutrients”  
Or find it on the Year 3 Playlist on the ‘ksa guest’ channel! 
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Circle whether each statement is true or false.   

 

1. There are five types of nutrients.      True   False 

2. Most foods only contain one type of nutrient.    True   False 

3. Carbohydrates give us energy.      True   False 

4. Year 3 children should drink 1.5 litres of water per day.   True  False 

5. Fat helps us to digest food.       True  False 

Challenge: 

What did you eat and drink for breakfast today? Write down which nutrients each item 
contained. You can use the food labels on the packet to help you.  
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Science Week 2 

Week 2 Lesson 1: What does my skeleton do? 
 

Task 1 

Take notes along with the video so you can                     

When you finish, tell a family member the three functions of the skeleton. 

 Challenge: Can you show them your actions too? 

 

 

Task 2 

Correct the highlighted mistakes in the paragraph. 

 

The skeleton is a framework of bones. Bones are made up of soft tissue. Certain bones 

protect certain parts of our bodies, especially our organs. For example, the ribs protect 

the brain. The skull protects the heart and lungs. The spine also has two important jobs. 

Firstly, it protects the optic nerve. Secondly, it supports our muscles by helping us with 

balance and posture.  

For today’s video, search for: “Y3 Science: Skeleton” 
Or find it on the Year 3 Playlist on the ‘ksa guest’ channel! 
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Task 3 

Watch the end of the video and use the grid below to play a game of ‘Bone Bingo’ 
together!  
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Science Week 2 L2 

Week 2 Lesson 2: What does my skeleton do? 

Task 1  

Fill in the gaps. 

support                  joints             impossible          protect              two                     grows         
 

We have skeletons to ____________ and ____________ our body and to help it move. The 

human skeleton ____________ as we grow. The skeleton bends at ____________ such as 

knees and ankles. Joints are where ____________ or more bones join together. Joints make 

the skeleton flexible. Without them, moving would be ____________.  

Task 2 

Answer the following questions. 

1. Why are healthy bones important? 
2. What can you do to keep your bones healthy?  

 
Challenge: Perform your actions for the three functions of the skeleton: protecting organs, 
support, movement.  

 

To recap the video, search for: “Y3 Science: Skeleton” 
Or find it on the Year 3 Playlist on the ‘ksa guest’ channel! 
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Task 3 

Use your new knowledge to solve these crossword clues.  

 

1. What bones are made from 
2. Where two bones join together 
3. The skeleton protects them 
4. A bone that helps with balance 
5. There are 206 of these in the skeleton 
6. The bone protecting our brain 
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Humanities Week 1 

Week 1 Lesson 1: Does everybody eat meat? 
Task 1 

Match the vocab to the correct definition and fill in the missing word. Use your KO to help. 

Culture 

Morality 

Permitted 

Religion 
 
Slaughter  
 

 

Challenge: What is the opposite of morality? _____________________ 

 

Task 2 

Watch the video and answer the following questions.  

1.  What is a vegetarian?  

2.  Write down the name of one religion and its teaching on eating meat. 

3. Where might religious people get their teachings from?  

 

 

For today’s video, search for: “Y3 Humanities: Eating Meat” 
Or find it on the Year 3 Playlist on the ‘ksa guest’ channel! 
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Task 3 

Circle whether each statement is true or false.   

 

6. Everybody eats meat        True   False 

7. Some religions have rules about which meats can be eaten  True   False 

8. Moral values are your views on what is right or wrong    True  False 

9. Every religion has the same teachings on eating meat   True  False 

Task 4 

Do you eat all kinds of meat? Why or why not?  
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Humanities Week 1 

Week 1 Lesson 2: Why do people have different views on 
eating meat? 
Task 1 

Interview a member of your family and write their answers on the lines below. You might 
like to interview more than one person. 

Ask them about their views on eating meat.  

 
- Are there any types of meat they don’t eat? Why? 
- Do they have any moral or religious beliefs about eating meat?  
- Do they know anybody with different beliefs? 

To recap the video, search for: “Y3 Humanities: Eating Meat” 
Or find it on the Year 3 Playlist on the ‘ksa guest’ channel! 
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Task 2  

Watch the video again. Match the religion to its teaching.  

    Religion        Teaching 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Task 3    

 

 

Can you find the link between these two topics? Write your ideas below. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                 Fox hunting       Eating meat 
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Humanities Week 2 

Week 2 Lesson 1: What are the main beliefs of Christianity? 
Task 1  

Read box 3 of the KO.  

Draw lines to match up the correct boxes below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main teachings 
 

 Jesus declared all meat clean. 

Places of worship God (Father, Son and the Holy 
Spirit) 

Who they worship Ten commandments, Jesus’s 
teaching in Gospels 

Main teachings on 
meat 

Church, chapel  

 

Task 2  

Listen to the video. What makes up the religion Christianity?  

 Take notes below. When you finish    to a family member.   

 

 

For today’s video, search for: “Y3 Humanities: Christianity”  
Or find it on the Year 3 Playlist on the ‘ksa guest’ channel! 
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Task 3  

Read this text and use it to answer the questions below.  

 

Remember to underline key words in the question and scan for them in the text. 

 

1. What is the largest religion in the world? _________________________________________ 

2. How did Jesus die? _____________________________________________________________ 

3. What are the three parts of the Trinity?  

________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What do Christians believe will happen if Jesus returns to Earth? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Humanities Week 2 

Week 2 Lesson 2: What does Christianity teach about eating 
meat? 

 
 

 

Task 1  

Listen to the video. What do Christians believe about eating meat?  

Take notes below. When you finish    to a family member.   

 

Task 2  

True or false? Write a T for true and an F for false.  

Statement T or F? 

Christians do not eat beef.  

Most Christians believe they can eat all meat.  

Jesus declared all meat was clean.  

No Christians are vegetarian.  

 

For today’s video, search for: “Y3 Humanities: Christianity”  
Or find it on the Year 3 Playlist on the ‘ksa guest’ channel! 

“And he called the multitude, and said unto them, Hear, and 
understand:  Not that which goeth into the mouth defileth a man; but that which 

cometh out of the mouth, this defileth a man.” Matthew 15:11 The Bible  
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Task 3                                      

Using what you know about Christianity’s teaching on meat, do you think Christians would 
be for or against fox hunting?  

For fox hunting  Against fox hunting  
 

I believe some Christians may believe fox 

hunting is ok because……………………… 

………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………… 

I believe some Christians may believe fox 

hunting is not ok because………………… 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 
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Art lessons- still-lifes continued 

If possible, work on a larger piece of paper, that you have at home. 

These still-lies all use colour and pattern. The artists have used abstraction to turn the images into shapes.  
Which is your favourite? Would you like to copy it? In the next two weeks, experiment with abstract still-lifes. 
You will find more examples on the internet. Your pictures will look like the objects but also like patterns. 

   
 

  

Date: __/__/2020  Me parent 

LO:  To create shapes and pattern, in a still life   

Do Now 
1 2 experiment 
Make 5 different sized lines, using 
a ruler. 
 
 

Overlap 5 squares of 
different sizes. 
 
 

Make a pattern from 10 circular shapes- 
overlap, inside each other, large and 
small. 
 
 

Steps to success; 
1. Set up a still-life using 4 objects with simple shapes such as cups, plates, fruit. Overlap the items. 
2. Use a ruler to divide up the objects into smaller sections. 
3. Use colour or patterned lines to decorate each block. 

Challenge- mix and blend colours to create vibrant, bright patterns. Use this colour wheel to help 
you explore which colours are brighter next to each other 
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Date: __/__/2020  Me parent 

LO:  To work from close up, in a still life.   

Do Now 
1 2 experiment 
Shade 5 lines of different 
darkness. 

Use a line, a square, a circle and 
a wriggle to create a picture. 
 
 
 
 

Draw your fingernail in close up. 
Copy the wrinkles on your finger. 
 
 

Steps to success; 
1. Set up a still-life using 4 objects with simple shapes such as cups, plates, fruit. Overlap the items. 
2. Sit close, so that you are about 10 cm’s apart and the still life fills your vision. Imagine it is a giant 

world and you are tiny. 
3. Use shading and patterns to create this close-up world, look closely at the textures. 
4. Challenge- using the same still life, imagine you are a giant and draw your objects from above, as 

if they are tiny. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


